PedGo/AENEAS* Price List
Following, you find the prices of our offerings. Feel free to contact us, we look forward to suite
your individual needs.

Licenses
Summary
License Type

Price

Run Time

Update/Support/Comment

800 €
+500 €
2.500 €

Year
Week
Year

10.000 €

Infinite

Updates: included
Support: during activation
Updates: included
Support: included
Updates: 1.000 €
Support: included during first year
Updates: included
Travel expenses not included

Interval
Subscription
Infinite
Scientific
Training
Support

500 €
1.000 €
500 €

Year
Day
Year

Interval License
Your benefit: Pay your license depending on its use.
Our service: Free Editor, simulation runs for up to 20 agents. Weekly activation
for infinite agent numbers on request.
You get: USB dongle, updates, support during activation periods.
Basic license (20 agents):
Activation (infinite agents):

800 €/a
500 €/week

Subscription License
Your benefit: Simulate at any time you want and pay on a yearly basis.
Our service: Free Editor and limitless simulation.
You get: USB dongle, updates, support.
License fee:

2.500 €/a

Infinite License
Your benefit: Simulate at any time, forever.
Our service: Free Editor and simulation for limitless agent numbers which is
licensed by an unlimited USB dongle.
You get: USB dongle, support during first license year.
License fee:
Optional: Update fee:
nd
Optional: Annual support fee (from 2 year on):
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10.000 €
1.000 €
500 €
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Scientific License
Your benefit: For scientific work.
Our service: Free Editor, the simulation will run for up to 20 agents. Activation
for infinite agent numbers on request.
You get: USB dongle, updates.
License fee:
Optional: Support:

500 €/a
500 €/a

Services
Seminars
Your benefit: Learn how to operate our software or have a tutorial about everything around egress and pedestrian flow analyses.
Our service: We conduct our seminars at your office.
You get: Software training; education.
One day training:
Travel expenses:

1.000 €
Acc. Effort

Analyses
Your benefit: Benefit from our experience and speed.
Our service: Based on your request, we conduct analyses, from modeling to
evaluating the results.
You get: A written report, results in digital form and if needed a presentation of
the results in your office.
Fee: Based on you request and data, we will make you a binding offer based on
the following fees:
Hourly rate:
Simulation charge:
Optional: Travel expenses:
Discount for subscription and infinite licensees:

100 €
500 €
Acc. effort
-500 €

On-site service
Your benefit: Our expert in your office if time is critical.
Our service: According to your demand, our expert works in your office which
allows for a very efficient work flow which is needed if time is critical.
You get: Results according to your needs.
Fee: The fee is determined by the following flat-rates:
Daily rate (including arrival/departure):
Travel expenses:
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1.000 €
Acc. effort
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